CASE STUDY NUMBER 93: STAR TEAM EXCEL UNDER PRESSURE

Spiral Freezers immediately being unavailable for

STAR PROVIDES FAST TRACK
SOLUTION FOR GREGGS
FACTORY FIRE
A

major

incident

occurred

at

one

of

MARCH 2013

production.

As

Gregg’s

refrigeration

specialist

contractor, Star had to react immediately to reStar

Refrigeration’s key customers in the North East,
st

Greggs PLC in the early hours of Monday 1
October 2012.

establish production at the earliest opportunity.
Star was faced with several key challenges from the
outset; the local branch engineers at Newcastle were
immediately despatched to support the operation on

A major electrical fire within one of the 250kW
compressor starter control panels caused unrepairable damage to itself and also an adjoining
control panel. This contained the Telstar MK3 control
equipment for the 1215kW Ammonia Spiral Freezer
plant, originally installed by Star in 1997.

the ground. This meant working 24 hour shifts in an
attempt to establish and keep the plant running,
albeit in manual operation with 24 hour site cover.
Despite extensive water damage in all remaining
control panels, this was achieved in a little over three
days!
The main challenge away from site saw Star
designing, manufacturing and installing 4 new control
panels complete with Telstar PLC controls in record
breaking time, whilst ensuring 2 out of 3 WRV
Howden compressors were kept running at all times.
This was a huge test for both Star and Star
Mechanical & Electrical Solutions (SMES) who quite
simply, rose to the challenge outstandingly.
When Martin Price, Installation & Controls Manager
of SMES, first heard about the incident at Greggs, he
quite rightly indicated that this type of project would
“usually take some 10-12 weeks from start to finish”.

The Fire caused major damage to 2 control panels

Greggs’

operation,

with

concerns

of

meeting

customer demands for their products leading up to
The Greggs factory at Longbenton, Newcastle, is the

Christmas, could not accept this time period so they

heartbeat of Greggs’ bakery production for the whole

empowered their trust in Star and challenged the

of the UK. The severity of the fire resulted in the 3

Star team to complete the project in just 6 weeks.
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The local branch was under immense pressure to

record space of time – the first control panel being

deliver, so they called on the company’s vast array of

delivered and commissioned on site within 2 weeks

resources to ensure that the project was completed

of the fire!

on time.
The Star team were able to meet the challenges set

“IT WAS A FANTASTIC TEAM EFFORT,

by Greggs in delivering the project on time and they

THEY DID US PROUD” – George Barnes, Greggs

also took the opportunity to improve the overall plant
controls within the new PLC programme; re-

Head of Engineering

designing it to help alleviate several plant issues
Team Star, which comprised the Glasgow design

which, due to the plants increased duty, were

department, SMES panel design and manufacture in

affecting production reliability.

Derby, Star’s national commissioning team, the local
The main issue was the number of High/Low Surge

branch management team, engineering technicians
from both Newcastle/Leeds branches and BMS
electrical contractors each played their own pivotal
role in delivering the project on time – in just 6
weeks.

drum level faults the site were experiencing due to
the continued growth of the spirals to satisfy
production.
Star were able to improve the system so that
controlling of the spiral freezers during start-up,
freeze, defrost and unscheduled periods of down
time were all vastly improved.

All 4 Control Panels including the Telstar PLC Common Control
Panel were installed & commissioned within 6 weeks of the fire “The Star team put in long hours under less than ideal conditions
to deliver an excellent result” – George Barnes

SMES’s expertise and capability enabled them to

Each of the 4 Control Panels incorporated 1 off Mitsubishi Q Series
PLC Control & Monitoring System – “Telstar PLC”

design and manufacture 4 new control panels in a
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“THIS WAS THE MOST SEVERE INCIDENT I
HAVE WITNESSED IN OVER 25 YEARS,THE
HARD WORK & LONG HOURS PUT IN BY
OUR

TEAMS

SHOULD

NOT

BE

UNDERESTIMATED” – Jeff Little, Operations
Training Manager, Star Refrigeration

The final piece of the jigsaw for the project was a
new SCADA package which captures every single
plant event complete with data logging and VCR
playback thus ensuring the history of plant operation
is visible at all times for Greggs and Star.

For more information on how the Star Refrigeration
group can help your business please visit our
website at www.star-ref.co.uk and click on ‘Contact

Us’.
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